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SECD helps us reach our positive purposes
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True academic and life resilience integrates intellectual, emotional, 
and social facets of learning.   These are inextricably interconnected.

The Interrelated Tasks of School Leadership:
Climate, Character, and SEL Competencies

Positive, 
Character-

Building
School

Culture and 
Climate

Explicit 
Instruction

in SEL Skills  + +

Forward-looking 
habits of mind that 
include: 
curiosity, 
explaining one’s 
reasoning, 
feedback 
processes, 
asking questions,
defining and solving 
problems, 
striving to 
communicate clearly 
and proudly.

Source: SEL and Academics: Research Brief, 
Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning, 2007.
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Consultation is a Primary Tool of SEL 
Coordinators/Leaders

• Consultation is a process that helps make 
other individuals and organizations better, 
using constructive questions and other 
interventions to be clarifying and helpful.

• Being a good consultant is an ethical/moral 
act often requiring courage.



The Consultative Environment:
A Specialized Skill Set is Needed to Turn Jumbled 

Schoolhouses into Places that Synergistically Promote SECD
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THEORY: How many of you have been in a school that feels like a jumbled school house? Many programs, all with goal of improving youth experience, but not working together, sometimes even working against each other! The MOSAIC process aims to address this issue through action-focused pedagogy: means toward unjumbling the jumbled school house: generalizing throughout the school day.



Discussion Question
We are finding that SEL is received better 

and sustained when we use three 
approaches:

SEL is best added “in” and not “on.”
SEL is not taught as much as it is activated.
SEL helps our/your valued outcomes to 

happen.

Why might this be true?



Orienting Question
High stakes testing and accountability 

systems generate pressure to create SEL 
innovations that will show quick successes, 
diverting resources from the development 
and maintenance of mechanisms and 
structures that enable long term success and 
continuity of SEL initiatives. What practices 
can we use to assist schools in balancing 
these needs?
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https://implementation.fpg.unc.edu/module-1/implementation-stagesImplementation Stages OverviewImplementation is not an event.  It is a mission-oriented process involving multiple decisions, actions, and corrections designed to make full and effective use of effective innovations in education settings.  Change at the site, local, community or state level does not occur all at once.  Research suggests it can take from two to four years to fully and successfully operationalize an evidence-based program, practice, or effective innovation (Bierman et al., 2002; Fixsen, Blase, Timbers, & Wolf, 2001; Panzano & Roth, 2006; Prochaska & DiClemente, 1982; Saldana et al., 2011). The timer starts when an organization begins to consider change and ends when the change is fully in place and producing intended outcomes in all programs or sites in the community or state.  The process includes four Stages that can lead to the long-term survival (sustainability) and continued effectiveness of any innovation in the context of a changing world. Stages are not linear and each one doe s not have a crisp beginning or end.  For example, there are times when an organization will move among stages due to changes in staff, funding, leadership, or unsuccessful attempts at employing the innovation with high fidelity.  There also may be instances in which an organization is in more than one stage at the same time. For example, a program may begin delivering new services due to timeframe limitations and mandates by a funder, while they are still securing resources and putting infrastructure elements in place.There are key components and processes to pay attention to during each of the stages.  These can guide a systematic and intentional approach for managing system change and building sustainability for the new EBP/EII. Lastly, full implementation is achieved when the new practice or approach has stabilized, and we are seeing the consistent use the new practice is resulting in improved child outcomes.  We also see that strategies to gather feedback for improvement by using improvement cycles are highly functioning and providing routine information on how the new practice is going and how the supports are functioning. Often times, it takes 2-4 years to get to full implementation, in the best case scenario.First, we will identify the four Stages and through the following Topic sections in this Module we will examine each of them more closely.



Sustainability is Different

Gager and Elias (1997)
Focusing on high risk environments, future CASEL SELect
programs were found on both sides of the “success” and 

“failure” ledger

The differentiating factor:  Implementation

A decade earlier, Bill Commins found that making 
implementation easier made sustainability less likely....

Why do you think that would be the case?



Implementation Support Systems
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Action Research Cycle
4 Domains of Action Research



Framework Sustaining Implementation of Evidence-based Programs
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Ecology of Teacher/Implementers
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Most research has focused on individual level predictors. However, behavior occurs within a broader social context. Microsystem refers to the immediate settings in which the individual lives, including family, school, neighborhood, peer groupMesosystem, includes interactions between two or more microsystemsExosystem includes policies, practices, and norms of the communities in which children and their families live/experiences in a social setting in which an individual does not have an active role but which nevertheless influence experience in an immediate context.Macrosystem refers to underlying cultural values and beliefs.Chronosystem refers to consistency or change (e.g., historical or life events) of the individual and the environment over the life course (e.g., changes in family structure)Aside from the home, schools and neighborhoods are the microsystems children spend the most time in (Gershoff & Aber, 2006). Consequently, these two contexts play an important role in child development and may affect the risk of being bullied.  



The Ecological System of the  
Educational                        Leader 
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Presentation Notes
Most research has focused on individual level predictors. However, behavior occurs within a broader social context. Microsystem refers to the immediate settings in which the individual lives, including family, school, neighborhood, peer groupMesosystem, includes interactions between two or more microsystemsExosystem includes policies, practices, and norms of the communities in which children and their families live/experiences in a social setting in which an individual does not have an active role but which nevertheless influence experience in an immediate context.Macrosystem refers to underlying cultural values and beliefs.Chronosystem refers to consistency or change (e.g., historical or life events) of the individual and the environment over the life course (e.g., changes in family structure)Aside from the home, schools and neighborhoods are the microsystems children spend the most time in (Gershoff & Aber, 2006). Consequently, these two contexts play an important role in child development and may affect the risk of being bullied.  



Discussion Question
The issue of ownership affects the many 

facets of program development and 
implementation (e.g. structural concerns, 
communication, dissemination, evaluation 
and vision) What practices can we use to 
foster a sense of ownership among 
members of the school community?
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Plainfield SEL Organizational Structure
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Innovation Diffusion
Challenges
(a) Limited cooperation or 

sharing of SEL information 
and resources among school 
staff in the district

(b) Limited awareness of 
involvement with SEL 
initiatives among members of 
school community (e.g. 
school board, parents)

Lessons Learned
(a) Compiled SEL innovations to 

post on websites and 
distribute in booklets and 
email

(b) Shared impact evaluation data 
in a timely manner; 
incorporated SEL into school 
and community events



Innovation Diffusion
Challenges
(a) Lack of vision/commitment 

among school staff and 
administrators

Lessons Learned
(a) Shared SEL success stories (e.g. 

department presentations); 
Compiled and distributed “end of 
year” progress reports 
documenting progress

(b) Built capacity via training and 
Master Teachers/Certificates

(c) Clarified timelines and roles at 
committee meetings; promoted 
successes (e.g. promising practice 
awards, conference 
presentations- what you are 
doing is worthy of sharing and 
being recognized)



Discussion Question
What practices can we use to foster a shared 

sense of community within our schools, 
attending to inequity and realizing that 
schools cannot reverse the conditions that 
have historically generated inequity?
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Using SEL to Improve Equity and Create a 
Culture of Caring, Kindness, and Helping*

• Classrooms are places where everyone needs to be 
helpful, cooperative, kind, and caring about one 
another. For 180 school days, students enter 
classrooms wanting to be successful, recognized, 
valued, and supported. They want to belong. Create 
this kind of supportive environment via a 
collaborative set of classroom rules or norms for 
how to treat one another.

• *https://www.nprinc.com/addressing-equity-through-culturally-responsive-
education-sel/

• ** https://www.edutopia.org/article/who-do-you-call-rooting-out-implicit-bias

https://www.edutopia.org/article/who-do-you-call-rooting-out-implicit-bias


Using SEL to Improve Equity and Create a 
Culture of Caring, Kindness, and Helping*

• Observe existing patterns of caring, kindness, and helping 
within your classroom, and pay particular attention to discussing 
how students can help one another and seek out help from 
adults in the school. Make it clear that caring and kindness are 
the norm, not the exception, and that no students are excluded 
from receiving and providing these attributes.**

• Teachers can also provide students with equitable opportunities 
to speak, participate, and lead; to join groups, teams, or clubs; 
and to be recognized and appreciated. Barriers that perpetuate 
unequal access and participation should be eliminated to enable 
access and opportunity for all students.

• *https://www.nprinc.com/addressing-equity-through-culturally-responsive-
education-sel/

• ** https://www.edutopia.org/article/who-do-you-call-rooting-out-implicit-bias

https://www.edutopia.org/article/who-do-you-call-rooting-out-implicit-bias


Ask Empathic Questions
• What should you do in my class if you are feeling anxious about 

an exam, assignment, or project?  What should you do if you 
are feeling distracted, saddened, or angered by losses in your 
life, either past losses or those you are anticipating? 

• When and how do you learn best?  Who are the people you 
look up to most, in your family, the community, in history, in 
various walks of life (sports, the arts, government, science, 
writing, etc.)?  Why?

• What are examples of hope, heroism, and positive moral 
conviction and inspiration in your lives right now?  Who or 
what provides this for you and what strengths can you draw 
from them that you can apply to your everyday life?



Using SEL to Improve Belonging 
and Creativity

• Students benefit from clear, non-stigmatizing 
opportunities to express uncertainties, anxieties, 
and loss, to address the issues they are seeing 
and hearing about in the media, to celebrate 
what is going well, and to raise questions they 
want to discuss. 

• Teachers can have students use pair shares, pre-
writing, and other means to make sure every 
student participates.*  

• *At the Secondary level, these can be integrated into and supplemented by Morning Classroom Conversations 
(https://us.corwin.com/en-us/nam/morning-classroom-conversations/book276563)

https://us.corwin.com/en-us/nam/morning-classroom-conversations/book276563


Sustainability and Scaling Up:
Dual Challenges That Must Be Met

Educational success requires 
interdependence.

The analogies to remember are:
•a warm quilt
•Olympic rowing
•a relay race
•a room lit by a circuit that is 99.9% complete



The CASEL Model Site Sustainability Study

• CASEL studied schools and districts where SEL has 
been implemented successfully to the point 
where the settings were recognized as flagships 
for evidence-based programs

• The programs were studied at least 3-5 years 
after they were well established, to understand 
what led to sustainability, and to various levels of 
slippage

• Some programs went “underground” and re-
emerged with the return of supportive leadership



Keys to Sustainability

• Intervention by Program Developers to Engage New 
Administrators

• Program Consultation Offered to School Staff
• Ongoing Training and Professional Development
• Deep Involvement of Teams of Teachers Who Also 

Model Program Principles and Make Adaptations
• Programs Integrated into Whole-School Scope & 

Sequence
• Districts Develop Capacity to Assume Some of the 

Cost



Intervention by Program Developers to 
Engage New Administrators

There is a clear need for an implementation 
support system that often extends beyond the 
school.  New administrators need to be 
engaged by more than just their local staff. 
This would be true in academics as well…. 
Test companies and textbook companies come 
to visit new administrators to help ensure that 
they don’t make unsanctioned changes. Local 
support appears to be necessary but not 
sufficient to sustain a program when a new 
administrator is opposed, wants to bring in a 
favorite or “new” program, or engages in 
benign neglect.  



Program Consultation Offered 
to School Staff

Outside consultation --- even if not necessarily from 
program developers-- makes it more “costly” to just 
let something drop in the face of crisis or change. 
Program developer consultation supports the 
program with new administrators and brings schools 
new instructional procedures and information about 
how other sites have handled common issues.  It then 
becomes less important to over-rely on local 
creativity, which is crucial for implementation but 
highly taxing, and also reduces the “reinvention of 
the wheel.” Sustainability can take a long-term 
emotional toll on its most committed members if the 
program is in a constant state of reinvention, change, 
adaptation, modification, and never able to routinize 
for at least some periods of time.



Ongoing Training & Professional 
Development

Constant evolution of staff and changes in 
school populations require constant training 
and refreshing.  This is enhanced by ongoing 
support and involvement in shared 
professional learning communities around the 
topic of social-emotional learning/character 
education/whole child education/prevention, 
etc.



Deep Involvement of 
Teams of Teachers

Sustainability is more likely if adaptations are made by 
people with a deep understanding of the theoretical 
principles upon which the program is based.  Thus, what 
often looks like change on the surface is actually what 
needs to happen to maintain the deep structure and 
pedagogy of the program in the face of crisis or change. 
Further, this allows for adaptations to changing 
mandates and also shows the necessity of a coordinated, 
longitudinal team approach—despite the difficulty of 
doing this in a school context. Note that deep 
involvement is hard to discern from the surface; it is 
likely that only someone knowing a program very well 
would be able to make a judgment about such changes. 



Programs Integrated into Whole-School 
Scope & Sequence

Enduring programs are integrated with 
other aspects of the school day and 
routine; this takes place over a period of 
years.  Programs can be introduced in 
relative isolation as pilots and can be 
successfully implemented at a grade level 
or two, but to be sustained, they must 
become integrated into the whole school 
climate, routine, and curriculum structure.



Districts Develop Capacity to Assume 
the Essential Cost

Reliance on external funding often leads to 
problems over time.  It may lead programs to 
move from sustainable to “developing” status, 
but it can also lead to detachment and 
discontinuation. Even if there is a funding 
"glitch" in sustained programs, many of the 
mechanisms of program vitality are still kept in 
place while attempts are made to restore what 
was lost.  Detachment and discontinuation 
reflect small concern over such losses.



Sustainability in High-Risk Settings*

• Dimension #1: Program Institutionalization
• 6 / Staff ownership and communication
• 18 / Ongoing staff training
• 20 / High visibility in school
• 21 / Adhered to scheduled time period
• 22 / Staff commitment
• 23 / Systematic use in district
• 25 / Used in special education
• 27 / Community members involved
• 42 / Day-to-day coordinator

*Gager & Elias, 1997



Sustainability in High-Risk Settings

• Dimension #2: Implementer and Recipient Focused
• 7 / Expert training
• 13 / Student satisfaction
• 32 / Engaging, varied materials
• 35 / Engenders student respect, support

• Non-Scale Single Items
• 1 / Linked to school goals
• 9 / Support of principal*
• 11 / Support of new and senior administrators*

*Programs are never secure enough to not need active and visible 
support by administrators.  Administrative turnover was identified 
as the greatest threat to sustainability.



Active Administrative Support & 
Follow-Through

Programs are never secure enough to not 
need active and visible support by 
administrators.  Administrative turnover 
was identified as the greatest threat to 
sustainability.
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Contact Information
• Maurice J. Elias, Ph.D. , Rutgers University
• Director, Rutgers Social-Emotional and 

Character Development Lab  
(www.secdlab.org) @SECD

• Co-Director, Academy for Social-Emotional 
Learning (SELinSchools.org) @SELinSchools

• Maurice.Elias@rutgers.edu and 
www.edutopia.org/profile/maurice-j-
elias 
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